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Room temperature photoreflectancé spectroscopy was used to investi-
gate CdTe/Cd1- x Mnx Τe multiple quantum wells grown by MBE. Structures
were indium δ-doped into the well or into the barrier. The value of heavy and
light hole subbands splitting was measured and compared to the calculated
ones. The influence of the position of δ-doping on the measured spectra was
shown.
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1. Introduction

Magnetooptical properties of bulk cadmium manganese telluride (CMT)
have been widely investigated [1, 2]. The aim of this contribution is to present an
application of photoreflectance (PR) spectroscopy [3, 4] to determine parameters
of CdTe/Cd1- xMnxΤe multiple quantum well (MQW) as well as an influence of
indium δ-doping on these structures.

2. Calculation of the influence of strains

The lattice mismatch present in CdΤe-Cd1- x Mnx Τe QW leads to: the heavy
and the light holes splitting — the shear part (S), and band gap shift — hydrostatic
part (H) [5] as described below
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where Ε° is the band gap energy of unstrained structure, i refers either to the con-
duction band (c) or the valence band (v), j refers to the well or the barrier material
and k distinguishes between hh or lh. If the shear component is perpendicular to
the interface the values of ΔΕHi,j and ΔΕ i k may be defined as

where Cn , m are the elastic stiffness constants, α`, and bj , k are the hydrostatic

unstrained stucture, and

layers in stucture, do is thickness of the layer and
After calculation of strain related components (2), (3) the obtained energy

differences Ek,j were used to determine the effective depth of quantum wells. The
Schrödinger equation for the finite, rectangular well was used to find the inter-
band transition energies [6, 7]. No excitonic correlations were introduced at this
preliminary stage.

In the above calculations the following values of parameters were used:
— the valence band offset was taken as 30% of total energy band gap [8],
— the band gap energy of CMT was taken from formula [9]

— the lattice constant was taken from α0Cd1-xMnxTQ [ Á] = 6.4807 - 0.1459x,
— the deformation potentials in eV: α = -3.43, b = -0.8,
— the elastic stiffness constants in 10 10 N/m2 : C11 = 5.6, C12 = 3.87,
— and the effective masses of bulk CdTe in terms of m e (the free electron mass):
0.11 for electrons, 0.45 for heavy holes and 0.11 for light holes [10].

3. Experiment and discussion

The photoreflectance spectra were measured at 295 K in a setup similar to
described in [11] with the coherent Ar laser (514.5 nm) as the pumping beam
source.

The heterostuctures used in this investigation were grown by MBE tech-
nique on GaAs substrate. First, a buffer layer of CdTe was deposited followed
by an additional CdTe layer with thickness of 3.5 μm and 50 periods of CdTe/

Cd1-xMnxTe with thickness of 70 Α and 130 Å, respectively. Samples were δ-doped
with In in the center of the wells or of the barriers using different amount of the
dopants.

Examples of the spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The upper one is from sample
07114-b strongly δ-doped in the barriers. Spectra were analysed in term of fitting

and tetragonal shear deformation potentials, respectively, and

αj0 is the lattice constant of the well or barrier material in int

where

where

interface plane of the

N is the number of
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where P is the number of transitions, E is the photon energy of a reflected light,
φ, , Cn , Εn, Γn are the phase factor, the amplitude, the transition energy and the
broadening parameter, respectively, for the n-th transition. For the 2D systems at
mom temperature m = 3 [3]. Successful fit was obtained for a set of six Aspnes
lines attributed to 1hh, 1lh, 2hh, 2lh in the well and lh and hh in the barrier.
From the position of the hh peak related to the barrier and using the formula (4),
the concentration of Mn was estimated as 24.5%. For the case of barrier doped
structure the theoretically calculated, including strains, transition energies in eV
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are as follows: 1.565 (lhh), 1.582 (11h), 1.701 (2hh), 1.748 (21h), 1.861 (barrier lh)
and 1.883 (barrier hh).

The lower spectum in Fig. 1 is from the sample 07114-a equally strongly
δ-doped in each well. In this case good agreement with calculated values for the
same quantum well parameters was not possible to obtain. The best fit gives the
energies shown in Table.

Differences between the transition energies in both structures, particularly
for hh transitions indicates that strong δ-doping in the wells affects the effective
well potential more efectively than the doping in the barriers.
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